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ABSTRACT 

We have completed an analysis of the measurements of hydrogen Lyman-alpha 

resonant emission of the interplanetary gas performed by the Ultraviolet Spectrometer 

(UVS) aboard spacecraft Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 at 2-25 AU. Assuming the very local 

interstellar medium has a temperature around 104 K, and a relative motion of 20-25 km/s 

with respect to the sun, and taking into account solar gravitation, radiation pressure, 

and ionization processes, the "hot" model of distribution for hydrogen atoms is found 

consistent with the observations of the Voyagers when the density of interstellar neutral 

hydrogen is '" 0.32±0.08 cm-3 for the data of Voyager 1, and", 0.22±0.06 cm-3for the 

the data of Voyager 2. The modeling hydrogen density in VLISM determined by the ob

servations of both Voyagers beyond 15 AU is independent of the chosen parameters, only 

the instrumental calibrations of both Voyagers after Jupiter and Saturn encounters could 

cause the discrepancy of the resulting densities. The VLISM hydrogen density reported 

here is more reliable than those previous observations (in Table 1.3), since those results 

were based on measurements in the heliocentric distance < 15 AU where model depen

dence is significant. The interaction between this interplanetary neutral gas and the 

various populations of interplanetary ions produces energetic neutral atoms, the flux of 

which provides us a means to investigate the dynamics and structure of the heliosphere, 

such as the planetary magnetosphere, the corotation interaction regions, the solar flare 

events, the quiet-time space, and the termination shock. Simple modeling shows that 

energetic neutral hydrogen (ENH) from these proton populations have distinct signa

tures and that the detection of these particles can reveal energy, spatial, and temporal 

distributions of the protons in and out of the ecliptic plane, thus providing information 

on the acceleration and propagation of ions in three-dimensional interplanetary space, 

including the solar-wind termination shock. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview of this research 

There are two parts to this dissertation. First is the determination of the number 

density of neutral hydrogen of the very local interstellar medium and in the heliosphere 

based on the measurements of Voyager 1 and 2. Second is the estimation of the fluxes of 

energetic neutral hydrogen from different heliospheric ion populations using the newly 

obtained distribution of heliospheric neutral hydrogen gas. While the first gives the most 

recent and reliable results on. the hydrogen distribution in the heliosphere, the second 

provides a guide for future exploration of the heliosphere. 

A brief outline of this work and background information are presented in this 

chapter. Chapter 2 provides a review of the energetic ion sources to produce the ener

getic neutral atoms (ENAs) in the heliosphere. These ion sources are planetary mag

netosphere, corotating interaction regjons, sulaI' flare streams, quiet-time interpanetary 

particles, and anomalous cosmic rays. Chapter 3 investigates the cross sections for pro

ducing and destroying energetic neutral hydrogen (ENH), and develops the approximate 

forms of these cross sections. The percentage of reionization for the ENH also will be 

estimated. Chapter 4 introduces the Voyager ultraviolet spectrometer and ultraviolet 

data reduction. 

Chapter 5, where the distribution of hydrogen atoms in the heliosphere based 

on the H Lyman-alpha observations of the two Voyager spacecraft is discussed, is the 
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main part of this research. Section 5.1 studies the relation between the density of hydro

gen and the H Lyman-alpha resonant scattering. Section 5.2 discusses the "cold" and 

"hot" models of neutral atom distribution. Section 5.3 gives the best fitting model of the 

distribution for hydrogen atoms based on the Voyagers' H Lyman-alpha observations. 

Section 5.4 investigates the time-dependence and the latitude-dependence for the radia

tion pressure and ionization rate of hydrogen atoms. Section 5.5 discusses the multiply 

scattering of hydroen atoms. 

Chapter 6 estimates the fluxes of energetic neutral hydrogen (ENH) from the 

different ion sources discussed in Chapter 2 when interacting with the heliospheric neutral 

hydrogen presented in Chapter 5. For the cavity elongation of hydrogen density in the 

down-wind direction, the ENH flux in the down-wind direction is smaller than that 

in the up-wind direction. Section 6.7 compares the ENH flux from protons in those ion 

sources. Chapter 7 discusses the detection criteria of the ENA spectrometers and reviews 

the developed ENA spectrometers. The last chapter, Chapter 8, makes a conclusion and 

discusses the future prospects of this research. 

1.2 Structure of the heliosphere and its investigation 

The term "heliosphere" was defined by Dessler (1967) as the region ofinterplanetary 

space where the solar wind is flowing supersonically. Shocks produced by the solar 

wind are observed in the forms of corotating interaction shock, flare-produced shock, 

planetary bow shock, and the termination shock, as the solar wind convects out of the 

heliosphere along the solar magnetic field line. A schematic diagram of the frontal half 

of the heliosphere in the equatorial plane is presented in Figure 1.1. Shocks apparently 

accelerate particles and affect their subsequent transport. The phenomena of shocks in 

the heliosphere and their associated ion particles are shown in Table 1.1. 

The very local interstellar medium (VLISM) was defined by Holzer (1989) as 

the region of space within 0.01 pc ( 2000AU) of the sun. The termination shock is the 
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Phenomena Energy Seed Population Region 

Solar Energetic 0.1 - 10 MeV In Corona material Corona 
Particles 

Corotating Ion 0.2 - 10 MeV In Solar Wind F-R Shocks 
Streams 

Energetic Storm 10 keV - few MeV Solar wind Propagating 
Particles 

Shock Spike 10 keV - few MeV Solar Wind Interplanetary Shock 

Diffuse Upstream 10 - 300 keY Solar Wind Planetary Bow Shock 
Ions or Magnetosphere 

Anomalous Cosmic 1 - 30 MeVln LISM Wind Termination Shock 
Rays or Galaxy? 

Table 1.1: The Shock Phenomena in the Heliosphere 



Vel)' Local 
Interstellar 
Plaqma 

Contact Surface 
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Figure 1.1: A diagram of the frontal half of the heliosphere in the solar equatorial plane, 
including the shock structures for the corotating interaction shock (GIR), flare-produced 
shock (ESP)' and the termination shock. The interactions between the heliospheric ions 
and the penetrating interstellar neutrals provide a mean of studying the structure of the 
heliosphere depicted here. 
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Helio-distance interpretation References 
46 AU 2-3 kHz Radio Emission Kurth et al. (1984) 
50 AU Pressure Balance and Axford and Ip (1986) 

Cosmic Ray Gradient 
46-56 AU Cosmic Ray Gradient Webber (1987) 
140 AU 2-3 kHz Radio Emission McNutt (1989) 

and Solar Wind Plasma 
60-90 AU Anomalous Cosmic Ray Jokipii (1990) 

Gradient 
120 AU Gas dynamics Baranov (1990) 

Table 1.2: Estimates of the location of the termination shock 

boundary of the interface between the supersonic solar wind and the subsonic very local 

interstellar wind (VLISM). There is still no direct evidence for the real location of the 

temination shock. The estimated location of the termination shock varies from 45 to 140 

AU depending on the choice of interpretation. 

When an energetic ion population shares the same space with a neutral gas, 

some of the singly ionized ions are neutralized by charge exchange with neutral atoms. 

The resulting energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) are freed from the electromagnetic field 

that confines and affects the ion population, and can move to remote regions, providing 

information of parent ion populations to distant observers. Ion populations of different 

origins in the heliosphere produce different EN A signatures in terms of flux levels, energy, 

spatial, and temporal dependence. The charge exchange between the different energetic 

ion populations and the neutral gas in and out of the heliosphere provides a means 

to investigate the energetic ions of various origins in the heliospheric regions otherwise 

inaccessible to us. 

1.3 Observation of neutral atoms in the heliosphere 

The neutral atoms in the heliosphere are mostly from the very local interstellar 

medium (VLISM). The relative motion of the sun through the VLISM causes the VLISM 
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gas to move towards the sun at a speed of 20-25km/s. The inflowing neutral atoms 

entering the heilosphere are affected by solar gravity and radiation pressure, thus causing 

them to follow the Keplerian trajectories. As they come closer to the sun, some of them 

are ionized by the solar wind and ultraviolet radiation. 

From the evidence of helium focusing cone {Weller and Meier, 1981; Dalaudier et 

al., 1984; Chassefiere et al., 1986, 1988} and the cavity elongation of hydrogen {Holzer, 

1977; Thomas, 1978} in the down wind, the "hot" model of distribution for neutral 

atoms is the most widely believed model. This model assumes the neutral atoms to 

have a Maxwellian ditribution in velocity and with a temperature about 104K. The 

ionization and radiation pressure effects for hydrogen atoms create a cavity around the 

sun elongated in the down-wind direction. Since the helium atom has a much higher 

ionization potential and lower radiation pressure than atomic hydrogen, helium atoms 

can penetrate deeper into the heliosphere, thus the gravitationed effect produces the 

focusing cone of helium atom distribution. The distribution of neutral atoms will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5 according to the ultraviolet observation of the two 

Voyagers. Previous observations of the density of neutral atoms, hydrogen and helium, 

in the VLISM are listed at Table 1.3 and Table 1.4 {Ajello et al., 1987; Witte et al., 1993}. 

The density of hydrogen in VLISM is in a range of 0.03-0.20 cm-3, and the density of 

helium in VLISM is in a range of 0.004-0.027 cm-3. 

1.4 Mechanisms for generating and destroying energetic neutral atoms 

The energetic neutral atoms {ENAs} are mainly produced by charge-exchange 

between energetic ions and ambient neutral atoms. With the distribution of the ambient 

neutral atoms in the heliosphere obtained from the measurement of ultraviolet spectra, 

the EN As could provide the information of energetic ions in the same region. There are 

three mechanisms which can generate ENAs in the heliosphere, and they are charge

exchange between energetic ions and atoms, recombination between energetic ions and 

electrons, and ejection from the sun and magnetosphere of planets. There are also three 
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Spacecraft Reference NH(cm-:i) V(km/s) T(104K) 
in VLISM 

OG05 Thomas (78) 0.12 5-10 0.35 
OG05 Bertaux et aI. (72) 0.1-0.2 3-9 0.1-1.0 
Mariner 10 Ajello et aI. (87) 0.07±0.01 22.5 1.0 
Copernicus Adams & Frisch (77) 0.023-0.068 22.1 <2.0 
Poineer 10/11 Wu et aI. (81) 0.04±0.01 20 
Voyager 1/2 & 
Poineer 10 Shemansky et al. (84) 0.12 
Prognaz 5/6 Bertaux et aI. (85) 0.03-0.06 20±1 0.8-1.0 
Poineer Venus Ajello et aI. (87) 0.07±0.01 22.5 '" 1.0 
Venera 11/12 Chassefiere et aI. (86) 0.065±0.01 20 0.8 
ULYSSES Witte et aI. (93) 0.10±0.03 26±1 0.67±0.15 

Table 1.3: Observations of hydrogen density NH in VLISM. 

Spacecraft Reference NHe(Cm-:i) V(km/s) T(104K) 
in VLISM 

STP72-1 Weller & Meier (74) 0.009-0.024 5-20 0.25-1.0 
Mariner 10 Broadfoot & Kumar (78) 0.008±0.003 22.5 1.5±0.7 
Apollo Soyez Freeman et aI. (79) 0.009±0.005 20 0.5-2.0 
Poineer 10/11 Wu et aI. (81) 0.01±0.002 20 
OS08 Weller and Meier (79) 0.008-0.02 9-27 0.6-1.4 
Solar 11 Weller & Meier (81) 0.011-0.027 22-28 0.9-1.5 
Prognaz 6 DaIaudier et aI. (84) 0.015-0.023 24-30 1.1-2.4 
Venera 11/12 Chassefiere et aI. (86) 0.01±0.0045 20 0.8 
ULYSSES Witte et aI. (93) 0.01±0.005 26±1 0.67±0.15 

Table 1.4: Observations of helium density NHe in VLISM. 
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mechansims which destroy ENAs in the heliosphere, and they are charge exchange of the 

energetic atoms with ions, impact-ionization by particles (ions, atoms and electrons), 

and photoionization. 

[AJ Production of ENA: 

(1) Charge-exchange 

A++B~A+B+ 

The energetic ion A+ picks up an electron from an ambient atom B, and trans

forms to an energetic neutral atom A. 

(2) Recombination 

The energetic ion A+ combines with an electron in the neighborhood, and be

comes an energetic atom A *, only to later decay with a hv emission. 

(3) Ejection from the sun or the planetary magnetospheres 

The solar wind is a highly ionized plasma with a temperature about 1.4 X 105 K. 

The major components of solar wind are listed in Table 1.5 (Geiss and Bochsler 1991). 

Near the sun, where the density of plasma is very high, through the recombinaton process, 

one of 105 ions will became energetic neutral atoms and eject into space (Holzer, 1977; 

Hsieh et al., 1992b). The magnetosphere of planets is also a possible source of energetic 

neutral atoms. Those ENAs come from the ions in the magnetosphere which charge 

exchange with atoms in the extended planetary atmosphere (Kirsch et al, 1981a,b). 

Before arriving at any detector, the energetic neutral atoms could be ionized 

by charge-exchange, impact-ionization, and photoionization, as they travel in space and 

collide with ions, electrons, atoms and photons. These reionization processes reduce the 
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Element Average in Solar Wind SEP derived Corona Solar System 
H 1900 ± 400 - 1170 
He 75± 20 - 114 
C 0.43 ± 0.02 0.414 ± 0.049 0.42 
N 0.15 ± 0.06 0.123 ± 0.011 0.13 
0 =1 =1 =1 
Ne 0.17 ± 0.02 0.138 ± 0.017 0.14 
Si 0.19 ± 0.04 0.176 ± 0.011 0.042 
Ar 0.0040 ± 0.0010 0.0042 ± 0.0007 0.0042 
Fe 0.19 ± 0.10 0.224 ± 0.031 0.038 

Table 1.5: Relative elemental abundances in the solar wind, SEP-derived solar corona 
and solar system (Geiss and Bochsler 1991). These relative elemental abundances are 
relative to oxygen abundance which is defined as 1. 

ENA flux to be detected. 

[B] Destruction of ENA: 

(1) Charge-exchange 

A+B+-tA++B 

(2) Impact-ionization 

(3) Photoionization 
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[C] Formulation of ENA flux: 

The differential flux dJ A {ii, -1, E} for atomic species A with energy E at an ob

servation point O(it} in (cm2 ST s keV}-l coming from the ion population of A+ at Q(T) 

is given by 

where ni is the number density of atom species i, and O'i(E} is the cross section of this 

atom for charge exchange with ion A+. The term D(s,E} represents the extinction of 

EHA along its path s = it - -1, i.e., 

D(s,E} = j"I)O'j(E}. nj(s'}]ds' + j ~ds" (1.2) 
] 

where O'j (E) represents the ionization cross section of atom A by ion or atom with index 

j, nj is the density of ion or atom with index j, and f3 is photoionization rate, v is the 

velocity of atom A. Details of the cross section O'i(E} and the extinction term D will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

1.5 Direct detection of energetic neutral atoms 

First evidence of EN As in space was found in the Doppler-shifted and broadened 

line of the H-alpha (6563A) emission spectrum in an aurora in 1950 (Meinel, 1951). 

Bernstein et al. (1969) made the first in situ measurement of the neutral hydrogen flux 

during a breakup aurora at '" 250 km altitude in 1968. Subsequent observations of 

energetic neutral hydrogen atoms at lower altitudes and lower magnetic latitudes were 

reported (Wax, 1970). Moritz (1972) suggested that the energetic neutral hydrogen 

were protons from the outer radiation belt that had become neutralized by charge

exchange with exospheric hydrogen atoms, thereby crossing the magnetic field lines to 

the lower altitudes. From the low energy charged particle detector (LECP) records on 

Voyager 1 passing through Jovian radiation belt and Saturn's magnetosphere, Kirsch et 
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al. (1981 a,b) suggested that energetic netural atoms were the energetic magnetosphere 

ions underwent the charge exchange with the neutrals in the magnetosphere. Roelof et 

al. (1985) measured energetic neutral atom (E '" 50 ke V) from Earth ring current with 

solid-state detectors on the IMP 7/8 and ISEE 1 spacecraft. The spectra and coarse 

spatial information were provided by Medium Energetic Particle Instrument (MEPI) on 

ISEE 1. 

More recently the possibility of using ENA to investigate the dynamics and 

structures of the heliosphere, such as transient shocks, corotating interaction regions, the 

termination shock, and anomalous cosmic rays, has also been explored with modeling 

(Roelof, 1991; Gruntman, 1992; Hsieh et al., 1991b & 1992a). Details of the modeling 

will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

The charge exchange cross section for the seed energetic ion with the ambient 

atoms depends on the typical energy, and decreases rapidly with increasing energy, there

fore the ENA flux has the same phenomenon. ENA fluxes are accompanied by intense H 

Lyman-alpha fluxes due to the reasonant scattering of the bright solar radiation by the 

neutral H atoms that serve as the targets for charge exchange. The features of charge 

exchange cross section and H Lyman-alpha noise for the EN A fluxes set the require

ments for all ENA instruments. Therefore, all ENA instruments must be designed with 

(1) large geometry factor, (2) high detection efficiency, (3) low energy threshold, (4) 

efficient UV and charge particle rejection, and (5) adequate resolution for energy, mass, 

and direction. We will review some of the developed instruments for direct detection of 

EN A in Chapter 7. 

1.6 Summary of results 

We have completed an analysis of the measurements of hydrogen Lyman-alpha 

resonant emission of the interplanetary gas obtained from the Ultraviolet Spectrometer 

form both Voyager spacecraft at 2-25 AU. Assuming the inflowing very local interstellar 
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(VLISM) gas has a temperature around 104 K and a velocity of 22.5 kmjs relative to 

the sun, taking into account solar radiation pressure, gravitation, and the ionization 

processes, the "hot" model is found to be consistent with the observations of both Voy

agers. In the analysis, the density of VLISM hydrogen is rv O.32±O.08 cm-3 for Voyager 

1 data, and rv O.22±O.06 cm-3 for Voyager 2 data. The discrepancy between two sets of 

data is attributed to the likely error in the calibration of instruments after Jupiter and 

Saturn encounter. The VLISM hydrogen density determined by the observations of both 

Voyagers beyond 15 AU is model independent, hence better than those previous resuilts 

(in Table 1.3) based on UV measurements at heliocentric distance < 15 AU. 

Using ENA to investigating the dynamics and structure of the heliosphere, such 

as the planetary magnetosphere, the corotation interaction region, the solar flare events, 

the quiet-time space, and the termination shock, has also been explored with modeling 

in this work. Simple modeling shows that energetic hydrogen atoms (ENHs) from these 

proton populations have distinct signatures and that the detection of these ENHs can 

reveal energy, spatial, and temporal distributions of the protons in and out of the ecliptic 

plane, thus providing information on the transportation of ions in interplanetary space, 

including the solar-wind termination shock. The density of interplanetary hydrogen used 

in this work is about four times higher than that in Hsieh et al. (1992b), therefore more 

ENHs are expected to be detected than previous estimate. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Energetic Ion Sources 

2.1 Introduction 

There are five known sources in the heliosphere which produce ions with energies 

well above those of the solar wind: (1) trapped particles in the planetary magnetospheres 

(PMS), (2) the ions associated with the corotating interaction regions (CIR), (3) the ions 

associated with solar flare streams (ESP), (4) the quiet-time interplanetary (QTIP) par·· 

tides (ions), (5) anomalous cosmic rays (ACR). The galactic cosmic ray (GCR) and 

anomalous cosmic ray undergo very similar modulation, then they are difficult to dis

tinguish. We will not discuss the GCR specially. The first four ion sources are particles 

of planetary magnetospheric origins within the heliosphere, but the fifth one may be of 

galacti origin. Therefore, the PMS, CIR, ESP, and QTIP ions produce energetic neutral 

atoms (ENAs) within the heliosphere while the ACR yields ENAs at and beyond the 

termination shock. 

These interplanetary ion populations have been studied in situ to varying degrees 

by interplanetary spacecraft. It is clear that significant uncertainties remain concerning 

the spatial distribution, the diffusion mechanism, and shock structure of the associated 

ions for CIR, ESP, ACR, and termination shock. The typical region, typical spectrum, 

and general phenomena of these ion sources will be discussed in this chapter. In the 

future, we hope the remote measurements of ENAs wiil provide more information of 

these ion populations. 
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2.2 Trapped particles in the planetary magnetospheres 

A planetary magnetosphere is the region of space wherein the planet's magnetic 

field exercises a dominant influence on the motion of charge particles (Gold, 1959). 

Planetary magneto spheres are confined to comet-shaped cavities in the supersonic solar 

wind (Neugebauer, 1991). Of the nine planets, six are well known to have fully developed 

magnetosphere (Mercury, Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune). Venus and 

Mars appear to have insufficient magnetic moments to prevent the typical solar wind 

from striking the planetary atomspherej however, note that the resulting solar wind

ionsphere interaction can produce an "induced comet-like magnetosphere that mimics 

the behavior of intrinsic planetary magnetospheres (McComas et al., 1987). Pluto has 

not been explored by spacecraft, nor is there a theoretical prediction for the presence or 

absence of magnetic moment sufficient to produce a magnetosphere. 

Earth's magnetosphere is the best explored and understood of the planetary 

magnetospheres. The six known planetospheres are, in the broadest sense, similar: (1) 

they all are created by a central planet whose internal magnetic field extends outward to 

form a magnetic cavity within the supersonic solar wind, (2) they all contain a population 

of energetic charged particles (such as Earth's Van Allen radiation belts), and (3) they 

all produce nonthermal radio and optical emissions, most commonly in association with 

active aurora. For the above reasons, we will focus our discussion on the Earth's mag

netosphere. Figure 2.1 is a schematic illustration of a planetary magnetosphere (Baker, 

1987). 

The Earth's Van Allen radiation belt is a band of energetic particle radiation 

trapped in the geomagnetic field. The Van Allen radiation belt consists of two compo

nents, the proton belt and the electron belt. The proton belt is centered approximately 

104 km from the Earth's magnetic axis (Freden and White, 1959j Fan et al., 1959), and 

the electron belt is centred at approximately 2.2 x 104 km from the Earth's magnetic 

axis (Van Allen, 1960j Fan et aI., 1960). The motion of a charged particle trapped in 
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a magnetic field was described in detail by Northrup and Teller (1960). The three in

variants for the motion of a trapped particle in a magnetic field are: (1) the magnetic 

moment of the particle,p, = 1/2 . m . vJ.../ B, (2) the integral invariant or longtitude in

variant, J = § vlld1, (3) the magnetic flux invariant, ~ = J B· ds. These three invariants 

describe the motion of the charge particle in the magnetic field. 

2.3 Energetic particles associated with the corotating interaction region 

The solar wind in general has a speed of 400 km/sec. Occasionally, its speed 

may increase to much higher values. The higher speed stream has a clear association 

with coronal holes (Lee, 1983). When the plasma in a high speed stream overtakes a 

slower plasma in front, a forward-reverse pair of shock waves and an interaction region 

are formed. The interaction region is within the pair of shock waves. As the solar wind 

expands beyond 1 AU, this stream interaction becomes more pronounced. Compression 

of the plasma and magnetic field within the interaction region leads to stresses which 

accelerate the preceding slow plasma and decelerate the trailing fast plasma. Since the 

configuration of polar coronal holes at the sun is nearly stationary over several solar 

rotations, the configuration of the interaction region can be nearly stationary in the 

frame of reference rotating with the sun. Accordingly, the interaction region traces out 

a spiral which corotates with the sun. The interaction region is known as a cototating 

interaction region (CIR). 

Attempts to detect the formation of corotating shocks near 1 AU (Chao, 1973; 

Intriligator and Neugebauer, 1975) were unsuccessful, leading to a suggestion that the 

corotating shocks are perhaps developed beyond 1 AU (Formisano and Chao, 1972; Hun

dausen, 1973 a, b). The predictions were finally confirmed by the Pioneer observations 

(Smith and Wolfe, 1976, 1977; Hundhausen and Gosling, 1976). Forward shocks were 

found to develop near 1.5 AU. At a heliocentric distance rv 3 AU, approximately 90% 

of corotating streams were accompanied by shocks. Reverse shocks became manifest at 
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about 2 AU. So, roughly two thirds of streams were bounded by a shock pair as an

ticipated. Some observations showed that it is around 3 days between the forward and 

reverse shock passing through (Dryer et al., 1983; Smith and Wolfe, 1976; Smith, 1977; 

Barnes and Simpson, 1976). The corotating ion events are not limited to the ecliptic 

plane but presumably exist at any latitude with the stream structure as a function of 

solar longitude. Cherneff et al. (1982) have observed corotating ion events at '" 15° solar 

latitude on Pioneer 11, but latitudinal extension is not known. 

Scholer et al. (1979) showed some results of the composition of energetic particles 

in corotating events from the experiment on board the IMP 8 spacecraft at 1 AU. The 

helium to proton ratio had an average value of 0.084 and 0.089 in the 1974 and 1976 

corotating streams, respectively. The He/O ratio was typically ",200 or higher. The 

C/O ratio is'" 1. The abundance of iron changed from an average value of Fe/O =0.145 

during the 1974 events to a value of 0.046 during the 1976 events. These ratios of He/p, 

He/O, and C/O were high in comparison to the ratios in most solar flare related cosmic 

rays. 

Originally the energetic particles observed at 1 AU in the fast stream and as

sumed to be of solar origin. The corotating ions were oberved by Helios 1 and 2, Imp 7, 

and Pioneer 10 and 11 with intensity first increasing with increasing heliocentric distance 

to '" 4-5 AU and then decreasing in intensity there beyond (McDonald et al., 1976; Van 

Hollebeke et al., 1978). The intensity gradient rv 350% per AU was found in 0.3-1 AU. 

Between 1 AU and some 3-5 AU the gradient was variable with an average value of 100% 

per AU. A comparison of measurement beyond 4 AU showed a negative gradient which 

was variable from -40% per AU to -100% per AU (Van Hollebeke et al., 1978; Christon, 

1981; Christon and Simpson, 1979). Thus their interplanetary origin was established. 

The spectra of the corotating energetic particle was observed to be roughly inde

pendent of heliocentric distance from those spacecraft. The spectra at peak intensity were 

well represented by an exponential in momentum of the form dJ / dP = C exp( - P / Po), 

where P is the particle momentum, and Po was found to be generally between 12 and 16 
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MeV Ic for the proton (Trainor et al., 1976, Van Hollebeke et al., 1978, 1981). A similar 

representation was also found for the alpha particles with Po being equal or some 10% 

smaller. 

2.4 Energetic particles with solar flares 

Detailed flare observations obtained in the past, especially those from Skylab 

(Sturrock, 1980) and the Solar Maximum Mission, suggested that there were two basic 

types of flare, namely simple-loop (or compact) flares and two-ribbon flares. Most flares 

are small and of the first type in which a single loop brightens rapidly and then slowly 

fades. On the other hand, a two-ribbon flare occurs inside complex active region and 

involves extensive changes in the magnetic field configuration during the course of their 

evolution. All large events (> 1032 ergs) are of this type, and they have the following 

scenarios. A dense filament supported by an arcade of coronal magnetic loops erupts 

outward at the beginning of the flare. As the eruption proceeds, two parallel emission 

ribbons appear in the chromosphere. These ribbons lie at the footpoints of an arcade of 

hot coronal plasma loop which forms at the same time. The ribbons continually move 

apart in the process. 

The energy released during a solar flare should be placed in perspective at the 

outset. The Sun is powered by nuclear reactions in the core where mass is converted 

to energy. Leaking out by radiative transfer into a convective layer which carries it to 

the photosphere, this energy escapes primarily as optical, infrared radiation, and solar 

wind particles. The energy flux of the solar flare is composed of line emission, loop 

promiences, flare blast, EUV burst, X-ray burst, radio burst, solar energetic particles 

(protons, other nuclei, and electrons). It is generally believed that the energy released 

in a flare is derived from the coronal electromagnetic field. The coronal field intensities 

required to achieve this are in the kilogauss range. The estimates of the amount of energy 

released in the solar flare phenomena as Table 2.1 (Pinter, 1972, Dryer ,1974): 
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emission type Minimum energy (erg) Maximum energy (erg) 
Ha 1026 1.1 X 1031 

Total line emission 8 X 1031 

Loop prominences 5 x 1031 

Flare blast waves 5 x 1030 

Flare surge 1030 

Flare spray 1031 

White light flare 330 9.5 x 1030 

EUV burst '" 1027 1.7 X 1031 

Lyman-burst 3.2 x 1030 

Soft X-ray burst 1.5 x 1029 6 X 1031 

Hard X-ray burst 1 x 1026 5 X 1027 

Very Hard X-ray burst 5 X 1025 

Radio burst 2 x 1022 2 X 1025 

Solar electron event 3 x 1025 1.3 X 1027 

Energetic ions 3 x 1031 

Interplanetary shock wave 5 x 1030 2 X 1032 

Table 2.1: Estimates of the amount of energy expanded in the most important and small 
flare phenomena (Dryer, 1974) 
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After leaving the sun, solar cosmic ray particles propagate outwards, more or less 

guided by the interplanetary magnetic field. The energy spectra of these particles have 

been extensively measured with detector system on spacescraft. The typical spectrum 

in power-law representation had a slope of -2.S for protons. Because of the limitation 

of those systems, only limited measurement were done on particles of energies below rv 

500 keV. We hope that there is sufficient number of particles become neutral for the 

proposed experiment described in this thsis, since the charge exchange cross section of 

lower energy particles «100 keV) is much larger than that of higher energy particle (>1 

MeV). 

2.5 Quiet-time interplanetary particles 

Low-energy « 10 MeV) interplanetary particles not obviously associated with 

solar events, interplanetary shocks, corotating particle events, or ofmagentospheric orgin 

are called: quiet-time interplanetary particles. Until now, no conclusive evidence exists 

to identify whether the quiet-time flux are of solar, interplanetary, magnetosphere, or 

galactic origin. 

Fan et al. (1965) first reported that even at the quietest solar times the H and He 

spectra had a relative minimum intensity near rv30 MeV jnuc, below which the particle 

intensity increased with decreasing energy down to rv1 MeV jnuc. They suggested that 

the sun might be a continuous source of those low energy particles, and also suggested 

that galactic particles accounted for the quiet-time spectrum turn up at low energies. 

The low energy quiet-time interplanetary proton and helium spectra during the 

1975 solar minimum period were measured with instruments on earth-orbiting IMP-7 

and IMP-S spacecraft (Krimingis et al., 1977). The measurements showed the following: 

(1) a bidirectional distribution of 290 to 500 keV protons was obtained outside the 

earth's magnetosphere with minimum fluxes generally along the interplanetary magnetic 

field; (2) the spectral slope for protons is -2.3 ± (0.3) in a power-law representation in 
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energy. Thus a magnetospheric source remained as distinct possibility of the quiet-time 

interplanetary particles. 

Gloeckler et al. (1975) showed that in general the earth's magnetosphere had 

little influence on the intensity of (0.43 to 1.5 MeV) protons and that, in particular, they 

had easy access to the outer regions of the magnetosphere. On the basis of measured 

anisotropies, spectra and abundances they concluded that these quiet-time protons are 

of solar origin. They also argued that below ",,0.6 Me V /nuc helium nuclei came from the 

sun from the same source regions which produced the protons. It raised the possibility 

that quiet-time fluxes had the origin. of magnetosphere or sun. 

Recently Wenzel et al. (1990) and Richardson et al. (1990) used data from 

the EPAS instrument on the ISEE 3/ICE spacecraft to study low-energy (35-1600 keV) 

quiet-time ions from 1978 to 1987. They found that the intensities of the ions, other 

than 0, falled by an order of magnitude between solar maximum and solar minimum. 

More significantly, the quiet-time ions during solar maximum had He-rich and Fe-rich 

abundances which were established characterics of small implusive solar flares. Thus, 

they suggested that small unresolved implusive flares made a substantial contribution to 

the quiet-time fluxes, and solar particles apparently contributed to fluxes of < 10 MeV 

per nucleon quiet-time protons, 3 H e, 4 He, C, Fe, based on their solar cycle modulation 

and composition. But, the quiet-time> 5 Me V per nucleon ° fluxes are dominated by 

the anomalous cosmic-ray component, especially at solar maximum. 

No matter what origin were the quiet-time particles, most data of their spectra 

was assumed as the power law in kinetic energy E, Table 2.2 shows the observed spectral 

shapes between 1964 and 1987. 

2.6 Anomalous cosmic rays 

The anomalous cosmic ray (ACR) appears as a broad hump centered at about 

3-70 MeV in the spectra of quiet-time cosmic ray He, N, 0, Ne, and Ar (Gloecker, 1979; 
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Source ,(Proton) ,(He) Years 
Richardson et al. 1990 -2.5 -3.0 1978-1984 
Richardson et al. 1990 -3.1 -2.6 1984-1987 
Wenzel et al. 1990 -2.4 ± 0.1 - 1978-1981 
Mason et al. 1979 -3.2 to -4 -2.6 1977 
Krimings et al. 1977 -2.3 ± 0.3 - 1975 
Gloeckler et al. 1975 -1.8 - 1974 
Mewaldt et al. 1975 -3.1 ± 0.2 - 1973 
Zamow 1975 -2.0 to- 3.3 -1.9 to -3.2 1964-1972 
Simpson and Tuzzolino 1973 -3.0 ± 0.3 -3.0 ± 0.3 1972-1973 
Fan et al 1970 -1.6 -2.1 1964-1967 
Fan et al 1968 -2.4 -2.4 1964-1965 

Table 2.2: Quiet-time Spectra for < lOMeV per Nucleon Ions: dJ/dE rv Ei 

Webber and Cummings, 1983; Cummings et al., 1987 and 1990). The ACR component 

is thought to originate from interstellar neutrals (Fisk et al., 1974) which were swept 

into the heliosphere by the motion of the solar system through the interstellar medium. 

After being ionized by solar UV radiation, they are accelerated to the observed ener

gies by shock wave in the inner heliosphere. The ACR hydrogen spectrum is expected 

to be difficult to distinguish from the modulated galactic cosmic ray (GCR) hydrogen 

spectrum because the ACR and GCR hydrogen undergo very similar modulation. The 

period of solar minimum activity in 1987 provided the first evidences for the existence 

of ACR hydrogen (Christian et al., 1988). Although identification of the anomalous 

component has been established without any doubt, the location where those particles 

are accelerated is not clear. Therefore, to determine the source region is fundmentally 

important. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Cross Sections for Producing and Destroying Energetic Neutral Hydrogen 

(ENH) 

3.1 The cross sections for producing ENH 

One of the important factors to determine the ENH flux is the charge-exchange 

and ionization cross sections. The energy range for the detectable ENH depends on 

the charge-exchange cross sections for protons on interplanetary neutrals. The charge

exchange cross sections at the energy around 1 Me V region are 6 orders smaller than 

those at the energy around 100 keY region from the experimental results, therefore the 

ENH for energy greater 1 Me V may be neglected. 

Since most ENHs in the heliosphere are expected that protons neutralized through 

charge-exchange process with interplanetary neutrals, in order to determine the ENH 

flux it is necessary to get the charge-exchange cross sections of proton with those atoms. 

There are two domin.ant neutral atoms, namely hydorgen and helium. We will summa

rize the experimental results to find approximation forms of those charge-exchange cross 

sections. The dominant charge-exchange processes should be 

p+H~H+p 

p+He ~ H +He+ 

Previous experimental results on charge-exchange cross sections for protons with 

atomic hydrogen and helium are respectively displayed in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. 
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In the low energy region « 1 ke V), the energy dependence of the charge

exchange cross section for proton in atomic hydrogen can be expressed as [A + B 1n(E)J2 

(Fite, 1962; Riviere, 1971). Between 50 and 100 keY, the data fit an energy dependence 

of E-3.5. But the cross section at higher energies falls off faster than E-3.5. We find an 

empirical expression which fits all the experimental cross section as: 

Ue~ (E) = 1.89 x 10-14 (1 - 0.3081og10 E)2 
p-H 1 + 3.16 X 10-16 E3.5 (3.1) 

where E is in keY, and the cross section u(E) is in cm2• 

The charge-exchange cross-sections for proton in helium gas, except the experi

mental values by Keene (1949) which were systematically high than the values of others, 

fi t the following ploynominal form: 

8 8 

loglO[U;:He(E)] = L An [loglO(E)]n = L Anxn (3.2) 
n=O n=O 

loglO[U;:He] = -17.43 + 0.814x + 1.02x2 + 0.245x3 - 0.877x4 

+0.202x5 + 0.503x6 - O.0235x7 + O.00233x8 (3.3) 

where x = log10(E), E is in keY, and u(E) is in cm2
• 

3.2 Ionization cross section of hydrogen atom by electron and particle im

pact 

ENHs can be ionizeded by colliding with the solar wind or interplanetary particles. 

The important reaction processes are listed as follows: 
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Figure 3.1: Charge exchange cross section for proton on atomic hydrogen 
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H+e- --t p+2e- (as Figure 3.3) 

H+H --t p+H- (as Figure 3.4) 

H+H --t p+H+e- (as Figure 3.4) 

H+H --t p+p+2e- (as Figure 3.4) 

H+p --t p+p+e- (as Figure 3.5) 

H+p --t p+H (as Figure 3.1) 

H+He --t p+He+e- (as Figure 3.6) 

H+He --t p+He+ +2e- (as Figure 3.6) 

H+He --t p+He2+ + 3e- (as Figure 3.6) 

H+He+ --t p+He (as Figure 3.7) 

H +He2+ --t p+He+ (as Figure 3.8) 

H+He+ --t p+He+ +e- (no information) 

H +He2+ --t p+He2++ e- (no information) 

Those experimental results and fitting curves are displayed in Figure 3.3 - 3.8. 

For the classical atomic collision theory, Gryzinski (1964, 1965) developed the analytical 

form of cross sections for the impact-ionization. The cross section for the electron impact 

ionization of an atom is given by 

. 0"0 E 
O"~(E) = Ul 9i ( Ui) (3.4) 

1 x-1 3 2 1 ~ 
9i(X) = -(-)2" {1 + -(1 - -) 1n[2.7 + V x - 1]} 

x x + 1 3 2x 
(3.5) 

where E is the kinetic energy of impact electron, Ui is the ionization potentail, 0"0 = 

7rZ2e4 = 6.56 .1O-14Z2[(eV)2cm2], and x = EjUi. The Gryzinski's analytical form for 

the ionization cross section of atomic hydrogen by electronic impact is given as: 

i (E) = 6.56 x 10-
14 

(E - 13.6)~ {1 ~(1 _ 6.8) In[2.7 J E - 1]} 
O"e 13.6. E E + 13.6 + 3 E + 13.6 

(3.6) 

where E is the electron kinetic energy in eV, and O"(E) is in cm2. 
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The cross section for the heavy particles impact ionization 

(3.7) 

G,(x) ~ { (1+~)312 [1~:2 + ~l:1:~2:J: In{2.7 + x )](1 - 4:1:;4:1:2 )[1 - (4:1:;4:1:2 )1+:l:
2

J 

32x4 for x -«: 1 
15 

(3.8) 

where Vq is the velocity of the impact particle, Ve = J2Ui/m, and x = Vq/Ve. 

It is in a good agreement for Gryzinski's analytical form for the electron impact

ionization cross sections with the experimental data. In the further calculations, we will 

just use his analytical form for electron impact-ionization cross section, but use the form 

of polynominal fitted to the experimental data for other cross section. This polynominal 

form is given as: 

k 

loglO[O"{E)] = L An [log 10 {E)Jn (3.9) 
n=O 

where E is in keV,O"{E) is in cm2 , and k is the maximum order of poly nominal which we 

choose. The coefficients An of polynominals are given in Table 3.1. 



Destroying ENH 

Reaction 

e+H - p+2e-

approximation form 

(ji (E) - 6.56.10-
14 (E-13.6)~{1 + ~(1 - 6.S) In[2 7 + J L - ll} 

e - 13.6·E E+13.6 3 E . 13.6 

E is in eV 

Reactions 

p+H

H+H- p+H+e

p+p+2e-

polynominal form 

Ao -17.57 

Al 5.695 

A2 -14.01 

A3 20.82 

A4 -16.54 

A5 6.912 

A6 -1.403 

A7 0.09147 

As 0.004605 

Reaction 

H+p- p+H 

approximation form 

ea: (E) _ l.S9x 10-14(1-O.30S1o~12 El2 
(jp-H - 1+3.16xlO iOEJ.6 

E is in keY 
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Reactions Reaction 

p+ He + e-
H+p- p + p + e- H+He- p+ He+ + 2e-

p+ He2+ + 3e-

poly nominal form polynominal form 

Ao -18. 'i Ao -16.16 
Al 5.117 Al 0.7966 

A2 -3.873 A2 -1.01 
A3 1.731 A3 0.8396 
A, -0.4016 A" -0.4149 
As 0.002861 As 0.0924 
A6 0.009052 A6 -0.007506 

Reactions Reaction 

JJ + 1I e+ - p+lIe 1I + IJe2+ - p + lle+ 

polynominal form polynominal form 

Ao -1 'i .8·1 Ao -16. 

Al 2.52(j Al 3.029 
A2 -7.579 112 -5.872 
;13 10.02 A3 6.102 

;1" -.5.628 ;1" -2.956 

As 1.:39·1 As 0.6266 
A6 O.12!J A6 -0.04877 

Tahle 3.1: Summary of tht' reactioll cross sections for destroying ENH 
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I Loss by I lOkeV 1100keV I 1MeV I 
H+e- 0% 0.54% 0.14% 
H+H 0.16% 0.12% 0.01% 
H+p 6.9% 1.0% 0.14% 
H +He 0.03% 0.04% 0.006% 
H+He+ 0.001% 0.004% 0.001% 
H +He2+ 0.10% 0.34% 0.051% 

I Total 7.19% 2.04% 0.35% 

Table 3.2: ENH reionization percentages for various reaction process 

From the above information, it is easy to calculate the reionization percentage 

of ENHs producing at 20 AU before they arrive the detector around the Earth. Those 

results of ENHs of energies at 10 keV, 100 keV, and 1 MeV will be listed in Table 3.2. 

The percentage for ENH reionization has the form: 

(3.10) 

where nk(s) is the density of particles which collide with the ENH to reionize the ENH 

along the path to the detector, and EH is the kinetic energy of ENH. 

3.3 Photoionization of ENH 

Besides the ionization by particle impact, ENHs can also be ionized by photons. It 

becomes very important in the inner-heliosphere, since solar photon flux is inverse-squre 

proportional to the heliocentric distance. 

The analytical form for photoionization of atomic hydroen was derived by Menzel 

and Pekeris (1935). The cross section is given by 

(3.11) 
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Loss by 10 keY 100 keY 1 MeV 

photoionization 0.9% 0.3% 0.09% 

Table 3.3: Reionization percentages of ENH by photoionization 

or 

(3.12) 

where R is the Rydberg constant, n is the principal quantum number, g is the Grunt 

constant, grv1, and Ephoton = hv. 

Massey (1969) gave three experimental points for this cross section of atomic 

hydrogen. The theoretical curve of Menzel and Pekeris and the experimental results are 

plotted in Figure 3.9. 

Bank and Kockarts (1973) measured the photoioization rate of atomic hydrogen 

at 1 AU as 8.8.10-8 sec-I. In the further calculation, we will adopt this photoionization 

rate at 1 AU, modified by an inverse squre dependence on the heliospheric distance 

(Hollzer, 1977). 

The lossing percentage of ENH, producing at 20 AU will be photoionized before 

arriving at a detector at 1 AU, is given by the expression: 

1
20AU 1 

Dph% = 100% x [1- exp(- ,Bph(r)'TTds)] 
lAU I'H 

(3.13) 

From Table 3.3, probability for the photoionization of ENHs is < 1% for the 

ENH with energy > 10 ke V, therefore the effect of photoionization for ENH is not so 

important. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer and Data Reduction 

4.1 Voyager ultraviolet spectrometer 

The Voyager mission had its origin in the Outer Planets Grand Tour, a plan to send 

spacecraft to all the planets of the outer solar system (> 1 AU). The Voyager mission 

was conceived in the late 1960s, before the launch of the Pioneer spacecraft or the first 

manned Apollo landing on the Moon. By 1970 NASA had developed plans for four 

spacecraft launches to the outer planets. The official beginning of the Voyager project 

was set for July 1, 1972. Voyager 2 was launched from Cape Canaveral, Florida, on 

August 20, 1977. Sixteen days later, on September 5, Voyager 1 followed its predecessor 

into space. 

The measurements of Voyagers can be divided into two broad categories, called 

direct or in situ measurements, and remote sensing measurements. A direct measure

meant involves the analysis of the immediate environment of the spacecraft; remote 

measurements are made by analyzing the radiation from distant objects such as as

tronomers do with telescopes on Earth. Each Voyager spacecraft is equipped with a set 

of scientific instruments, including the direct measurement instruments and the remote 

sensing instruments. The direct measurement instruments include such as magnetome

ters and particle detectors (charged particle, and cosmic ray), and the remote sensing 

instruments include such as imaging cameras (Stone, 1983), the infrared interferometer 

spectrometer (IruS), the ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS), and photopolarimeter. The 

Voyager spacecraft with its essential parts and instruments is depicted in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: A drawing of the Voyager spacecraft indicating the location of various com
ponents. The location of the UVS, on the scan platform at the end of the science boom, 
is shown at the upper right. 
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Figure 4.2: A diagram of the optical layout of the UVS on Voyager 1 and 2 (Broadfoot 
et al. (1977). Light enters the primary aperture ('Airglow Field') and passes through 
a set of 13 mechanical baffles which restricts the primary field of view to a FWHM of 
0.10 in the dispersion. The grating disperses wavelengths and images the fields on the 
detector array. A 20° off-axis aperature ('Occulation Field') is used for viewing the sun. 



Optical Configuration 
Wadsworth Mount Objective Grating 
21 cm2 Platinum replica Grating, Blazed at 800A 
Mechanical Collimation: 0.010 x 0.870 Field of View 

Photon Counting Detector 
Microchannel Plate with 128 readout channels 
Bare for>. <1250A, CuI on MgF2 Filter for>. > 1250A 
Self-Scanned Aluminum Anode Array 
Integration Times of 3.84 to 240 Seconds 
Dark counts 2.5 x 10-3 counts s-l channel- 1 

Performance 
Spectral Range (A): 525< >. < 1650 
Resolution: '" 18A(9.261/ channel) 
Limiting Flux: 0.2-0.5x10-22ergs cm-2 sec-1 A-I at 1000A 
Stability: <2% Change in 3 Years 
Absolute Calibration: ,,-,10-15% 

Table 4.1: Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometers 
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A schematic illustration of the Voyager Ultraviolet Spectrometer is shown in 

Figure 4.2 and parameters are given in Table 4.1. The Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) 

instruments on Voyagers are described in detail by Broadfoot et al. (1977, 1981). UVS 

consists of compact, Wadsworth mounted, objective grating spectrometer covering the 

wavelenth range 500 to 1700 A.. Collimation of incoming UV radiation restricts an intru

mental field-of-view (FOV) of 0.100 x 0.870 (full width at half maximum). In addition 

to primary FOV, each UVS has a small 20° off-axis port which allows direct viewing the 

sun, at decreased detector gain. The grating is a platinum coated replica, ruled at 540 

lines/mm, which disperses the UV radiation onto the photon counting detector. This 

detector consists of a dual micro channel plate (MCP) stacked assembly an 128-element 

linear self-scanned readout anode array. There are two dead, trailing channels in the 

128 anodes , so the UVS instrument is with 126 active readout channels, each spanning 

a wavelength interval of 9.26 A.. For wavelegnth shortward of 1250 A., the quantum effi

ciency of the MCP is that of bare glass, about 10%. Longward of 1250 A., the quantum 

efficiency is enchanced by using of a semi-transparent CuI photocathode deposited on a 

M gF2 substrate. 

4.2 Trajectories of the Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 

Since the Voyager mission had its origin in the Outer Planets Grand Tour, each 

Voyager flew by some of the outer planets. Voyager 1 was launched on the 5th September 

1977, and Voyager 2 on the 20th August 1977. Voyager 1 flew by the Jupiter on the 64th 

day of 1979, and by the Saturn on the 316th day of 1980. Voyager 2 flew by Jupiter on 

the 181st day of 1979, by Saturn on the 238th day of 1981, by Uranus on the 56th day 

of 1986, and by Neptune on the 287th day of 1989. The projection of the trajectories of 

the Voyagers on the equatorial plane before the end of 1991 is illustrated in the Figure 

4.3. 
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4.3 UVS data reduction 

The UVS measures a UV emission spectrum form 500 to 1700 A. UVS's response 

to the H Lyman-alpha scattering line (1216A) when not viewing the sun provides an 

information of the distribution of hydrogen atoms in space (detail in Chapter 5). The 

UVS data reduction procedure is described by Holberg and Watkin (1992) in the Voyager 

Ultraviolet Spectrometer Guest Observer and Data Analysis Handbook. The reduction 

of UVS data to get the Lyman-alpha spectrum intensity involves the following steps: 

(I) Get the raw data from the magnetic tape or optical disk, and then remove the 

instrumental dark counts and multiply the channel-to-channel response. (2) Take the 

internal instrument scattering into account, and smooth the spectrum. (3) Integrate the 

Lyman-alpha intensity from the profile, and multiply the calibration factor to get the 

observation Lyman-alpha intensity. 

The UVS has no sliding covers for the determination of instrumental dark counts. 

A practical solution to this problem is to point the UVS at a photometric calibration 

target located in the solar shadow of the spacecraft and integrate for extended periods 

of time (7-12 days). The spectral shape of the dark count spectrum remains invariant to 

a high degree. 

Raw Voyager spectra contain no correction for inherent channel-to-channel pat

tern reponse. Correcting the response variations is to apply a simple flat field vector 

called a "Fixed Patter Noise" or "FPN" correction, and this vector field indicates the 

response of each anode to the corresponding segments of the photomultiplier. The degra

dation of sensitivity for the UVS of Voyager 1 occurred during the passage through the 

intense Jovian radiation belts, so a different FPN for Voyager 1 is applied after Jupiter 

encounter. But the UVS of Voyager 2 was turned off during the passage through the 

Jovian radiation belt, the FPN for Voyager 2 stays the same. 
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The Voyager UVS grating:; are replicas of ruled gratings which exhibit more scat

tering than modern holographic gratings. An effective means of correcting for such grat

ing scattered light is to "descatter" a spectrum. Descattering is accomplished through 

the use of a matrix operator which corrects for scattering in the instrument. The re

sponse of internal instrumental scattering from a line or continuum source is modeled by 

a 126 x 126 matrix element Sij which describes the individual count rate response from 

one wavelength of channel j to another wavelength of channel i. Descattering the UVS 

spectra is to multiply the inverse of scattering matrix. 

The determination of the absolute calibration of the UVS instruments is dis

cussed in Holberg et al. (1982, 1991) by comparison of the Voyager observations with a 

pure hydrogen model atmosphere on hot stars. The effect of the passage the Jovian for 

Voyager 1 has been taken into account in the FPN. The Lyman-alpha line of Voyager 1 

spans in the channels 70 through 78. The absolute Voyager 1 Lyman-alpha calibration 

factor (Hall, 1992) is 

(218 ± 33)Rayleighs 
Cl = --..:..-.,----'---=-..,.....::---

counts / s in channels 70 - 78 
(4.1) 

The Lyman-alpha line of Voyager 2 spans the channels 72 through 80. The 

absolute Voyager 2 Lyman-alpha calibration factor (Hall, 1992) is 

172Rayleighs 
c2 = ---,-----='---=-----

counts / s in channels 72 - 80 
(4.2) 

Figure 4.4 through Figure 4.6 illustrate the raw spectrum, dark counts spec

trum, and observed spectrum of Voyager 1, respectively. Figure 4.7 through Figure 4.9 

illustrate the raw spectrum, dark counts spectrum, and observed spectrum of Voyager 

2, respectively. 
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Figure 4.4: Sample raw spectrum of Voyager I. This spectrum must multiply the "FPN", 
substract the dark count spectrulll, and descatter the int.ernal instrumental scattering 
to get the observation spectrum. 
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Figure 4.7: Sample raw spectrum of Voyappl' 2. This spectrum must multiply the "FPN", 
substract the dark COUllt spectrum, and descatter the internal instrumental scattering 
to get the observation spectrum. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Distribution of Hydrogen Atoms in the heliosphere 

5.1 Solar H Lyman-alpha spectra and resonant scattering 

The relation between the intensity of solar H Lyman-alpha radiation and its reso

nantly scattered intensity involves the density of hydrogen in the line of sight. Therefore, 

distribution of hydrogen atoms in the heliosphere can be modelled and determined from 

the measurements of the solar H Lyman-alpha intensity and its resonantly scattered 

intensity. Detail of the scattering relation is in the end of this section. 

The profile of the solar H Lyman-alpha line has been measured with high reso

lution spectrographs since 1959 (Purcell and Toursey, 1960, 1961; Burnen et al., 1969a 

,1969b). An example of this profile at 1 AU is illustrated in Figure 5.1 (Lemaire et al., 

1978). This profile has a deep center at 1215.67 A and a total width about 1 A. The 

central dip is due to absorption by hydrogen in the inner heliosphere (inside 1 AU). The 

profile was observed to vary with time (Vidal-Madjar et al., 1973, 1975), and to vary 

spatially over a small portion of solar disk even in the solar minimum (Lemaire et al., 

1978). 

The integrated solar H Lyman-alpha flux was measured from spectroheliograms 

at Kitt Peak from late 1974 through 1984, and also by the Solar Mesospheric Explorer 

(SME) satellite since 1982 until now. Skinner et al. (1988) derived a linear regression 

relation between SME solar Lyman-alpha data and He! (10830 A) data for the period 

1982-1985 and used the relation to generate the integrated solar Lyman-alpha flux for 

1978-1982. The ll-year solar activity cycle was observed in the data, and the flux of 
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Figure 5.2: The integrated solar H Lyman-alpha flux observed at 1 AU between 1974 
and 1992 (Skinner et a!., 1988). 

the solar maximum is about 1.5 times higher than that of the solar minimum. Daily 

variation was also observed to have about 5% fluctuation. This flux integrated over the 

disk form 1975 to 1992 is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

The observed H Lyman-alpha spectrum by Voyagers is the resonant scattering 

spectrum of the solar H Lyman-alpha from hydrogen atoms in space. This resonant 

scattering process includes the Doppler shift due to the motion of the hydrogen atom 

with respect to the sun, the Doppler shift due to the motion of the hydrogen atom 

with respect to the spectrometer, the frequency (or wavelength) redistribution due to 

resonant scattering, and the polarization at resonant scattering. The line width of the 

observed resonant scattering H Lyman-alpha spectrum has been broadened to 80 A from 

the 1 A line width of the original solar 11 L~'man-alpha spectrum under the redistribution 

process. Broadening dut to both of the above mentioned Doppler effects are much smaller 
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Figure 5.3: A schematic illustration of the geometry of resonant scattering interaction 
and observation. 

than the resolution of Voyager spectrometer 9 A/channel, therefore, we shall not dicusse 

this effect in detail. Since the mean-free-path of an H Lyman-alpha photon (3-10 pc) 

is much bigger than the estimated distance ('" 100A U) of the heliosphere, the loss of H 

Lyman-alpha intensity in the heliospherc is neglected. 

The resonant scattering interaction is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3, 

r is the position vector form the sun to the detector, f' is the position vector from the 

sun to the scattering center, :5 is tlte position vector from the detector to the scattering 

center, fi is the unit vector of f', ii' is the unit vector of -:5, Q is the angle between -r 
and :5, and () is the angle between t!J(, incident solar light and scattered light from the 

scattering center and equals to ('oS-I (ii· ii'). From the above relation, r' can be expressed 

as V1'2 + 8 2 - 21'S COL~O. 

The polarization of resonant scattering was discussed by Brandt et al. (1959). 

They found that "The II Lyman-alpha spectrum has the anisotropy of the 2S1/2 - 2 P3/2 

fine-structure component, and anisotropic departure is found from the resonant scatter

ing intensity." Therefore, this scattering intensity has the anisotropic form (Brandt et 



al., 1959) 

or 

( ... "") 11 1( ... "")2 g n, n = 12 + 4" n· n 
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(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where () is the angle between the incident solar radiation and scattered light from the 

scattering center. 

The complete frequency redistribution (CFR) approximation was suggested by 

Yelle and Wallace (1989). For the scattering process, this approximation has the form 

R(v,njv',n' ) = g(ii,ii')cp(V)1fJ(v' ) (5.3) 

where cp(v) is the normalized solar Lyman-alpha profile, and 1fJ(v' ) is the normalized 

scattering profile. Some relations of these two profiles were dicussed in detail in Chapters 

9 and 13 of Mihalas (1978). For the normalization, we have 

10
00 

cp(v)dv = 1 

10
00 

1fJ(v' )dv' = 1 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

If F0 represents the integrated solar Lyman-alpha intensity at 1 AU, then 

F0CP(V) represents the solar Lyman-alpha spectrum at 1 AU. The observed resonant 

scattering spectrum is given as 

S(r, v') = 4
1 roo roo F0 r,~R(v,njv"n')u(v)n[{(r')dvds 
7r 10 10 r 

(5.6) 

_ 4
1 

F0r ;1fJ(vl
) roo cp(v)u(v)dv roo ~2g(())n[{(r')ds 

7r 10 10 r 
(5.7) 

Let 

G = 1000 

cp(v)u(v)dv (5.8) 

where u(v) is the scattering cross section given in Mihalas (1978) as 

87re4v4 f u(v) - -~ ----'----;;--
- 3m2c4 (v2 - vff)2 + iirrv2 

(5.9) 
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Cross section o-{ lI) is a sharply peaked function in the neighborhood II = lIo, 'Y is the 

classical damping constant with the value 87re2l16/3mc3 , and f is the oscillator strength. 

In a good approximation, we can express the cross section as a Lorentz profile 

(5.10) 

This Lorentz profile has a full half-intensity width l;. In the wavelength units, this 

width is 
C"( 47re2 4 0 

~Ac = - = -- = 1.2 . 10- A (5.11) 
27rllff 3mc2 

Therefore, the profile is like a delta funtion, and the value of integration for C has the 

approximation 

(5.12) 

Thus the integrated resonance scattering intensity I is 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

where .r0{Ao) is the solar Lyman-alpha flux in the line center with the unit [photon/{sec. 

cm2 .1)]. 

In Eqution 5.15, nH{r') is the number density of hydrogen atoms in the line of 

sight. Previous observations (Thomas, 1972; Feldman et al., 1972; Fahr, 1974; Holzer, 

1977; Lallement and Bertaux, 1985; Ajello et al., 1987) showed that most of the neutral 

hydrogen atoms in the heliosphere are from VLISM. Hydrogen densities in the heliosphere 

are derived from model calculations and used in this equation to fit the H Lyman-alpha 

observations of the two Voyagers. The factors used in these model calculations represent 

physical conditions such as the temperature and bulk velocity of VLISM hydrogen gas, 

the radiation pressure and gravitation force, and the ionization rate. 
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5.2 "Cold" and "hot" models for distribution of neutral atoms 

The flow of interstellar gas toward the sun has been considered by Fahr (1968), 

Blum and Fahr (1969 and 1970), Holzer (1970), Holzer and Axford (1970, 1971), and 

Fahr (1974). The models are based on the Keplerian trajectories of a cold interstellar 

gas passing through the heliosphere under the ionization processes by the solar wind 

and UV radiation. This" cold" model for distribution of neutral atoms assumes that the 

inflowing neutrals has a very low temperature (about 50 K) and a fixed velocity relative 

to the sun (about 20 km/s). The expression of the neutral density derived by Holzer 

(1970) is reduced to 

2 NoP?exp(-g!h) 
( 0) - L 3 Vo iFil 

nc r, - j=I r sin 0[r2 sin2 0 + 4r(1 - cos 0)/ K]l/2 
(5.16) 

where No is the incident flow density in the VLISM, Vo is the bulk velocity of the incident 

flow, K = Vo
2/(1-IL)GM0 • IL is the ratio of the force on an atom due to radiation pressure 

to that of gravity, f30 is the ionization rate at re (1 AU), and OJ = 0 if Pj > 0, OJ = (27r-0) 

if Pj < 0, and PI and P2 are the impact parameters as 

PI = ~{r sin 0 + [r2 sin2 0 + 4r(1 - cos 0)/ K]I/2} 

P2 = ~{r sin 0 - [r2 sin2 0 + 4r(1 - cos 0)/ K]I/2} 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

This model of neutral atom distribution in the down-wind direction has the density 

singularity if IL < 1 or the forbidden region if IL > 1. 

The singularity and forbidden phenomena for "cold" interstellar gas are contrary 

to real physical phenomena, then the temperature effect has been considered in the model 

of distribution for "hot" interstellar gas (Fahr, 1971j Feldman, 1972j Thomas, 1978). 

This "hot" interstellar gas has a temperature around 104 K and the Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution of velocity. The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution can be chosen and written 

in the solar rest frame as 

!(OJ V, 8, cp) = (2:~T)3/2 exp{ - ~[(V sin 8 cos cp - Vo sin 0)2 

+(V sin 8 sin cp)2 + (V cos 8 - Va cos 0)2]) (5.19) 
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Let nc(rj V,8) be the "cold" model distribution, and it follows by replaceing () with 8, Vo 

with V. and K with K' in Equation (5.16). We define K' = V 2/{1 - J.L)GM0 , then this 

"cold" model density nc (r j V,8) takes the form 

0. NoPl{r, 8) exp( -,Bor;8j/VIPj(r, 8)1) 
nc(rj V,8) = L...J 2 /2 

j=1 r sin 8[r2 sin 8 + 4r(1 - cos 8)/ K'P (5.20) 

Finally, the expression for the density nh(r, ()) of the "hot" model follows the form 

(5.21) 

Some examples based on the "hot" model with different parameters are shown in Figure 

5.4 through Figure 5.7. 

5.3 Model calculation for distribution of hydrogen based on the UV obser

vations of the Voyagers 

In this section, we calculate the distribution of hydrogen atoms based on the 

"hot" model of distribution to fit the Lyman-alpha intensity observed by two Voyagers 

at the heliocentric distance 2-25 AU. The inflowing interstellar gas is from the direction 

of right accension a = 2520 and declination 8 = -150
, and has a temperature around 

104K and a velocity Vo of 20-25 km/s relative to the solar system (Ajello et al., 1987). 

The other important factors used to determine the distribution are J.L the ratio of solar 

radiation pressure to gravitation force, and ,B the ionization rate for hydrogen atoms. 

From previous spacecraft observations, J.L varies with the solar activity in a range from 

0.7 to 1.3 (Thomas and Anderson, 1976j Vidal-Madjar, 1975j Ajello et al., 1987), and,B 

for hydrogen atoms also varies with solar activity, and it is found to be 6 x 10-7 8- 1 < 

,B < 1 X 10-68-1 at 1 AU (Ajello et al., 1987). 

In the model calculation, we take the "hot" model distribution for hydrogen 

atoms (Equation 5.19-5.21) and set T = 104 K, Vo = 22.5 km/s, J.L = 0.8 - 1.2, ,B = 5 - 10 

X 10-78-
1 • We put this model distribution into the equation for the resonant scattering 

(Equation 5.15), and compare with the observations of the two Voyagers. Only one 
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Figure 5.5: The distribution of hydrogcn atoms in the "hot" model, with parameters 
temperaturc T = 10'11\, J1 = 1.0,/3 = 8 x 1O-i s- 1 , and V = 22.5 km/s. 
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Figure 5.7: The distribution of helium atoms in the "hot" model, with parameters 
temperature T = 104 

1(, J1 = 0,/3 = 9 X 1O-8 s-1 , and V = 22.5 km/s. 
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parameter No, density of hydrogen in VLISM, is to be determined by the least squre 

fitting. The root-mean-square (rms) errors are calculated from the difference between 

the Lyman-alpha intensities observed on the two Voyagers and the modelled intensities 

from Equation 5.15. The results are shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 for Voyager 1 and 

Voyager 2, respectively. The model calculations show the hydrogen density in VLISM 

to be 0.34 ± 0.06cm-3 for Voyager 1 data, and 0.24 ± 0.04cm-3 for Voyager 2 data. The 

rms errors are in the range 14% to 20% for Voyager 1 data, and 15% to 31% for Voyager 

2 data. For choosing the smallest rms errors, the best fitting hydrogen density No in 

VLISM is 0.32 cm-3 for Voyager 1 data, and 0.22 cm-3 for Voyager 2. These two values 

are several times of previously observed values 0.03-0.20 cm-3 (Table 1.3). 

From Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, we can see that the modeling densities No in 

VLISM can be divided into several groups by the UVS observation direction. Before the 

Jupiter encounter, the UVS on the Voyagers observed on the down-wind direction most of 

the time, and after Saturn encounter, it observed on the up-wind direction most of time. 

Each group has almost the same value of No; the difference between the values No of the 

groups is caused by the difference in observation direction. The fluctuation of No within 

each group is caused by the daily solar fluctuation. The estimate of the UVS degradation 

due to the Jovian radiation belt or the Saturn magnetosphere encounter attributes the 

jump in No at 5 AU and 10 AU, and the discrepancy between the two data sets of 

the two Voyagers. There may be an over-estimate of the degradation for the UVS on 

Voyager 1 after the Jupiter encounter and an under-estimate (actually no estimate) of the 

degradation for the UVS on Voyager 2 after the Saturn encounter. Modeling densities 

No beyond 15 AU for both Voyagers are independent of the chosen parameters, only 

the instrumental calibrations of both Voyagers could cause the discrepancy of modeling 

density. If we re-calibrate the UVS of both voyagers at the heliocentric distance >20 

AU, it should allow the observations of both Voyagers concide. The VLISM density 

No reported here is more reliable than those previous results (in Table 1.3), since those 

results were based on measurements in the heliocentric distance < 15 AU where model 

dependence is significant. 
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J.L {3 No in VLISM rms error 

0.8 5 x 10-78-1 0.28 20% 
0.8 6 x 10-78-1 0.29 16% 
0.8 7 x 10-78-1 0.31 14% 
0.8 8 x 10-78-1 0.33 14% 
0.8 9 x 10-78-1 0.35 14% 
0.8 10 x 10-78-1 0.37 15% 

1.0 5 x 10-78-1 0.28 17% 
1.0 6 X 10-78-1 0.30 15% 
1.0 7 x 10-78-1 0.32 14% 
1.0 8 X 10-78-1 0.34 14% 
1.0 9 x 10-78-1 0.36 15% 
1.0 10 x 10-78-1 0.38 17% 

1.2 5 x 10-78-1 0.30 15% 
1.2 6 x 10-78-1 0.31 14% 
1.2 7 x 10-78-1 0.33 14% 
1.2 8 x 10-78-1 0.35 16% 
1.2 9 x 10-78-1 0.37 18% 
1.2 10 x 10-78-1 0040 20% 

Table 5.1: Model calculations for hydrogen density No in VLISM based on the Voyager 
1 Lya observations, and T = 104 K, Vo = 22.5km/s. 
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J.L (3 No in VLISM rms error 

0.8 5 X 10-78-1 0.20 15% 
0.8 6 X 10-78-1 0.21 15% 
0.8 7 X 10-78-1 0.23 17% 
0.8 8 X 10-78-1 0.24 19% 
0.8 9 X 10-78-1 0.25 22% 
0.8 10 x 10-78-1 0.26 25% 

1.0 5 X 10-78-1 0.21 15% 
1.0 6 X 10-78-1 0.22 17% 
1.0 7 X 10-78-1 0.23 19% 
1.0 8 x 10-78-1 0.24 22% 
1.0 9 X 10-78-1 0.26 25% 
1.0 10 x 10-78-1 0.27 28% 

1.2 5 x 10-78-1 0.21 17% 
1.2 6 x 10-78-1 0.22 20% 
1.2 7 x 10-78-1 0.24 22% 
1.2 8 X 10-78-1 0.25 25% 
1.2 9 x 10-78-1 0.26 28% 
1.2 10 x 10-78-1 0.28 31% 

Table 5.2: Model calculations for hydrogen density No in VLISM based on the Voyager 
2 Lya observations, and T = 104 K, Vo = 22.5km/s. 
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Figure 5.10: Observed and modelled Lyn intensities of Voyager 1. (a) observed intensities 
(b)J.l = 0.8, /3 = 8 X lO-is-l, (C)/I = 1.0. /3 = 8 x lO-is-l. 
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Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 display the observed and modelled Lyman-alpha 

intensities of Voyager 1 and Voyager 2, respectively. The general feature and spikes are in 

good agreement between observed and modelled Lyman-alpha profile. The spikes in the 

Lyman-alpha profile are caused by the big changes in observation direction. The general 

feature of observed Lyman-alpha intensities proves the down-wind cavity elongation, 

since the UVS on the Voyagers observed on the down-wind direction most of the time 

before the Jupiter encounter. 

The errors for this model calculations could be the instrumental calibrations, 

the chosen temperature and bulk velocity of the VLISM gas, the chosen radiation pres

sure and ionization rate of hydrogen atoms, and the effect of multiply scattering. Due 

to limited computing time, the time-dependence and the latitudinal dependence for the 

radiation pressure and ioniztion rate were not considered in the calculation in this sec

tion. In our calculations, the simple scattering process is appllied, and the higher-order 

scattering is also not included. Multiply scattering may contribute some part of error 

in this calculation. The time-dependence and the latitudinal dependence for the radia

tion pressure and inoization rate of hydrogen atoms, and also the multiply scattering of 

hydrogen atoms are expected to be included in future calculations. 

5.4 Time-dependence and latitudinal dependence for the radiation pressure 

and ionization of hydrogen atoms 

Since the radiation pressure and ionization rate vary with the solar activity 

(Ajello, 1987), the time-dependence of these two parameters must be included in future 

calculations. The relation between solar activity and the ratio of radiation pressure to 

graviational force was due to the change of radiation with respect to solar brightness, as 

discussed by Vidal-Madjar (1975), Thomas and Anderson (1976). 

A latitude-dependent ionization rate was found from H Lyman-alpha observa

tions by Lallement et al. (1985) and Ajello (1990). They found that the ionization rate 
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of neutrals due to the interactions with the solar wind protons was 30% to 50% less 

over the solar poles than in the equator. They assumed that the ionization rate had the 

latitude-dependent as 

(5.22) 

where A is the percentage of ionization rate difference betweeen equator and poles. This 

latitude-dependent ioization is considered in the hot model of distribution for neutrals, 

then the exponential part need be modified as: 

J ~ r2 r2 
exp[- ,B(r, ..\)dt] - exp{ - J [,B r~ (1 - Asin2 

..\)] VopdO'} (5.23) 

( -,Bor;O) (A,Bor; J . 2 'dO') 
= exp Vop exp Vop sm" (5.24) 

There is no axial symmetry in the exponential part, then the distribution of neutrals 

also should not have axial symmetry. 

When the time-dependence and latitude-dependence are considered in the mod

eling calculation, the model for distribution of hydrogen atoms in the heliosphere will be 

improved. 

5.5 Multiply scattering of hydrogen atoms 

The higher-order resonant scattering of solar H Lyman-alpha photons are considered by 

Keller and Thomas (1979), Keller et al. (1981), and Hall (1992). The volume emission 

rate E(r, ii, v) is photons emitted rate in an unit volume and solid angle per frequency, 

and has dimensions (photons cm3 s-1 Hz-l sr- l ). Let El be the single scattered emission 

rate, and Em be the emission rate for photons scattered m times, then the total emission 

rate E(r, ii, v) is in a form as a sum of Em 

00 

E(r, ii, v} = L Em(r, ii, v) (5.25) 
m=1 
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The emission rate Em may be expressed in terms of Em-l 

(;;'\ 1000 
d

3
, 1000 .... .... nH rJ r ........,.... , .... , , , 

Em(r,n,v)=-4- / .... ;;1/2 Em(r,n,v)R(v,njv,n)O"(v)dv, 
7r 0 r-r 0 

(5.26) 

where the notations are defined as Section 5.1, and El (-1, ii, v) is expressed by 

E ( ........ ) nH(T)p, r; 100 

(')R( .... , .... ,) ( ')d ' 1 r,n,v = -4- 012 CP0 v v,njv,n 0" v v 
7r r 0 

(5.27) 

where F0 is the integrated solar Lyman-alpha intensity at 1 AU, and CP0(V') is the 

normalized solar Lyman-alpha spectrum. From this emission rate El (r, ii, v), we get the 

single resonant scattering spectrum as Equation 5.6. 

The higher-order resonant scattering will be considered in the furture calcu

lations. The including of multiply scattering will decrease the density of hydrogen in 

VLISM, but we still have no estimation about how much error of calculation caused by 

this effect. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Production of Energetic Neutral Hydrogen from Five Different Heliospheric 

Energetic Ion Sources 

6.1 Introduction 

From the previous discussion, we know that ENHs detected in the heliosphere 

mainly come from proton charge-exchange with interplanetary neutrals, and that a small 

part of ENHs reionize by impact-ionization, charge-exchange, or photoionization before 

arriving at the detector. The interplanetary neutrals follow the hot model for distribution 

of neutral atoms in Chapter 5, hydrogen takes the value 0.25cm-3 in VLISM, and helium 

takes the value O.Olcm -3. The charge exchange cross sections and cross sections for the 

reionization of ENH are given in Chapter3. As shown in Equation 1.1, the differential 

ENH flux at an heliocentric observation point a with energy E in (cm2 sr s keV)-l 

depends 011 the proton flux, neutrals' densities, and cross sections of collisions, and this 

flux has the expression as 

JA(a, E) = ! JA+(r,E)· exp[-D(s, E)] ~[O"i(E)' ni(T')]ds (6.1) 
1 

where ni is the number density of atom species with index i, and O"j{E) is the cross

section of this atom for charge exchange with ion A+. The term D(s,E) represents the 

extinction of ENH along its path s = a - r, i.e., 

D(s,E) = / ~[O"j(E). nj(s')]ds' + / ~ds' (6.2) 
1 

where O"j(E) represents ionization cross-section of atom A by ion or atom with index j, 

nj is the number density of ion or atom with index j, and f3 is photoionization rate. The 
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estimates of these re-ionization terms are shown in Chapter 3. Chapter 3 also shows 

exp(-D) > 0.9 for energy E > 1keV, i.e. more than 90% of ENHs producing in the 

heliosphere will arrive at a detector in the vicinity of the orbit of Earth. 

If we have the energy spectrum of the source ions, then we could easily calculate 

the energy spectrum of ENA produced from this source. Conversely, if we can measure 

the energy spectrum of ENA, then we could deduce the energy spectrum of source ions. 

From the measurement of ENA flux, we also can roughly estimate the dimension of the 

ion source. If we scan the ENA flux from all directions, it would convey us the spatial 

distribution of the ion sources. 

6.2 ENH from the planetary magnetospheres (PMSENH) 

Magnetospheric neutral atoms are produced by charge exchange between magne

tospheric ions and the neutral atoms of the exosphere, which is dominated by hydrogen. 

Based on observations by Dynamics Explorer 1, the atomic hydrogen density nlI(R) as 

a function of geocentric distance in RE (Rairden et al, 1986» is expressed by 

nlI(R) = 3300 ·e(-R/1.6) cm-3 (6.3) 

The unidirectional flux of charge exchange neutrals of species A, JA(E), takes 

the integral form as Equation 6.1 along the line of sight. 

(6.4) 

where OA+ II(E) denotes the energy-dependent charge cross section for ion species A+ 

with neutral hydrogen. 

The dominant magnetospheric ions are H+ and 0+, with relative abundances 

that are both highly variable and dependent on geomagnetic activity. While the quiet

time magnetosphere is dominated by H+, 0+ can become comparable during storm-time. 
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Based on the observed radial dependence and energy spectra of the number density of 

ring current ions with energies greater than 5 keY (Krimigis et al., 1985), the equatorial 

proton flux of ring current J p(R,E) takes the empirical form: 

{ 

J p(3.5, E) e-3.68(3.5-R) 
Jp(R,E) = 

J p (3.5, E) e-O.67(R-3.5) 

forR ~ 3.5RE 

forR ~ 3.5RE 
(6.5) 

The spectrum of proton differential flux observed at L =4 has two peak values, 

one is about lOkeY, and the other is about 100 keY. This spectra is depicted in Figure 

6.1. 

Then the expecting spectrum of equatorial differential flux for earth's magen

tosphere energetic neutral hydrogen (PMSENH) inside or outside the earth's magneto

sphere is shown in Figure 6.2. 

6.3 ENH from the corotating interaction regions (CIRENH) 

In Section 2.3, we discussed the radial gradient and energy spectrum of the 

corotating energetic ions, and 3-day difference for the forward-revese shock pair passing 

through at 1-8 AU (Barn and Simpson, 1976; Smith and Wolfe, 1976; Smith, 1977; Dryer 

et al., 1983). Using the numerical result ofPoineer 11 at 3.8 AU in Van Hollebeke et al. 

(1981), the spectrum of proton differential flux in the ecliptic plane with an unit (cm2 

sr s ke V) -1 has the expression: 

Jp(r,E) = 8.8 
{ 

38· r . IE exp( _ v'E) 

152 . 0.6( r-4) . IE exp( - if) 
for 1AU ~ r ~ 4AU 

for 4AU ~ r ~ 00 

(6.6) 

Then the expected differential flux in the ecliptic plane for CIR energetic neutral 

hydrogen (CIRENH) at 1 AU in the up-wind and down-wind are shown in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.1: Spectrum of differential flux for protons in the earth's magnetosphere at L 
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Figure 6.2: Spectrum of equat.orial differential flux for PMSENH inside or outside the 
earth's magnetospere. 
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Since all the past measurements of CIR were near the ecliptic plane, nobody 

knows about the structure of heliosphere in the high latitude, and we may be interested 

in "where is the upper boundary of CIR ?". The ions of this region are trapped in the 

magnetic field line, and most of them are bounded by the shock pair, but the ENAs 

producing in this region are free of the magnetic field and shock pair. Scanning the EN A 

flux from all directions from the spacecraft near the ecliptic plane, we may know the 

latitudinal boundary and some other geometric information of CIR. 

6.4 ENH from solar flare particles (ESPENH) 

According to the past measurement of energetic solar flare particles (Gosling 

et al., 1981; Decker et al., 1981; Scholer et al., 1983), all of those particles had the 

power spectrum properties for the proton flux but with different values of power for each 

individual measurement. We pick the event observed by Voyager 1 on day 336, 1977 

near 1.6 AU (Decker et al., 1981) to be our example. This flare had an avarage speed 

of 450 km/sec, and spent 4.5 days to pass by Voyager 1, and also had a peak flux at 

the middle portion of passage. The shape of the ESP plume, shown in Figure 1.1, is 

modeling and Akasofu and Hakamada (1983) and further simplified by two expanding 

ellipsoids expressed in the heliocentric rectangular cooridanates: 

{ 

(z-z')2 + y2+f 2 = 1 (leading ellipsoid) 
al 2 b1 

~ + y~/ = 1 (trailing ellipsoid) 
(6.7) 

where al = Valt, bl = Vblt, x, = vzt, a2 = va2t, and b2 = vb2t. To produce the 

thickness of the plume of 4.5 days at 1.6 AU (Decker et al., 1981), we set Val = 375 

km/s, Vbl = 300 km/s, Vz = 225 km/s, Va2 = 300 km/s, and Vb2 = 225 km/s. This 

corresponds to a maximum radial speed of 600 km/s. Within the plume, the radial 

profile of intensity is respresented by a triangle with the peak situated 1/3 the way from 

the leading edge to trailing edge along any heliocentric radius vector. This flux fell down 

two order from the peak value to the boundaries. This peak flux in (cm2 sr s keV)-l 
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had the form dJjdE = 1.14 x 106 • E- 2.8 at 1 AU. The radial dependence of the peak 

flux is assumed the same as CIR. Then the expected spectrum of ecliptic differential flux 

for ESP energetic neutral hydrogen (ESPENH) in the up-wind and down-wind on day 

10 and 58 after a flare occured are shown in Figure 6.4. 

When a solar flare event happens, the solar flare ions are trapped in the flare 

transient shock. As to how they diffuse in the interplanetary space and what topology 

they have, there are still no direct experimental observation. Since ENHs from energetic 

solar flare paticles are free of the flare transient shock, the measurement of this ENH from 

all directions conveys us the diffusion and topology informations of the flare transient 

shock. 

6.S ENH from quiet-time interplanetary particles (QTIPENH) 

All of the quiet-time interplanetary particles in the past were measured near the 

Earth, there were no information about the radial dependence of quiet-time particles. 

We take the data observed by Wenzel et al. (1990) as our example. The flux has a power 

law gY with'Y = -2.4 ± 0.1. We may assume that they are in the steady state. From 

the conservation of particles, they must satisfy the transport equation. For this case, 

J H(re , E) = 910· E-2.4, we require that the flux has a heliocentric distance r dependence 

of r-4•5• Hence this quiet-time proton flux is discribed by 

J H(r, E) = 910 . E-2.4 . r-4.5 (6.8) 

Therefore, the expected ENH differential spectra produced by ecliptic quiet-time 

proton (QTIPENH) in the up-wind and down-wind are shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.4: Spectra af ecliptic differential flux far ESPENH at lAU. (a)lO days, (b)50 
days after the flare accured at the 51111. 
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Figure (L5: Spectra of ecliptic differential flux for QTIPENH at lA U. 
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6.6 ENH from anomalous cosmic rays (ACRENH) 

Anomalous cosmic ray hydrogen was measuered in the period of solar minimum 

activity in 1987 (Christian et al, 1988). Jokipii (1990) calculated this hydrogen spectrum 

at the termination shock which matched the modulated spectrum at 21 AU in the higher 

energy portion. We use this spectrum and assume spreading at the termination shock 

from 65 to 90 AU, then we have the ENH spectra from this unmodulated anomalous 

cosmic ray as shown in Figure 6.6. 

6.7 Comparision of the five different heliospheric ENHs (HSENHs) 

Our simple model for the production and propagation of heliospheric ENHs 

(HSENHs) of five specific origins conveniently separates the energy dependence from the 

spatial dependence of the resulting ENH spectra. While the spatial dependence of the 

ENH flux is determined by the distribution of the ambient neutral atoms, and that of the 

parent ion population, the energy dependence of of the resulting ENH flux is determined 

solely by that of the orginal ion spectra and the charge exchange cross sections. 

The five differnet HSENHs have their signatures: (1) PMSENHs have their lo

cal specialities and the highest flux of five ENHs. (2) ESPENHs have their temporary 

domination. (3) CIRENHs have the period effect, since their parent ion source coro

tates with the sun. (4) QTIPENHs are like a background population of ENHs, since the 

QTIPENH flux is much lower than other sources. (5) ACRENHs may take the domina

tion at large heliocentric distances, since they are of local instellar origin or producing 

from the termination shock. 

The up-wind and down-wind differences are seen from those spectra, the ENH 

flux in up-wind is more than 1 order of magnitude bigger than the flux in the down

wind, except the ESPENH and ACRENH flux in the large heliocentric distance, since the 

difference of hydrogen density between up-wind and down-wind in the large heliocentric 
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Figure 6.6: Spectra of ecliptic differential flux for ACRENH at 1A U. 
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distance becomes small. 
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Figure 6.7: Spectra of the five different HSENHs. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Means to detect Energetic Neutral Atoms directly 

7.1 Detection criteria 

In Section 1.5, we mentioned "all ENA instruments must be designed with (1) 

geometry factor, (2) detection efficiency, (3) energy threshold, (4) noise (charge particles 

and photons) rejections, and (5) resolution for energy, mass, and direction." All of the 

requirements are related to each other. For example, if we want a large geometry factor, 

we may have to reduce the resolution of direction and the noise rejection. So we must 

just choose the suitable designs of ENA instruments for the purpose we want. 

Since the ENAs mainly come from the charge-exchange of energetic ions with 

ambient neutral atoms, the local charged ion and electron flux or the cosmic ray flux 

in the instrument environment can be orders of magnitude larger than the ENA flux 

to be measured. Incident ENAs and energetic charged particles are indistinguishable 

to a particle detector, therefore the charged particle background must be removed from 

the instrument field-of-view, this reduces the detection efficiency and geometry factor. 

Energetic charged particles can be deflected out of an ENA instrument field-of-view 

without affecting incident ENA by using electric or magnetic fields. To get the resonable 

achievable magnetic fields up to deflect charged particles with energies of hundreds of 

ke V could be unacceptably heavy for space flight. Electric field rejection uses a number of 

mechanical collimators usually metal plates to deflect the charged particles; for example, 

the parallel plates with appropriate design can achieve a rejection factors of 103 to > 105 

(McEntire and Mitchell, 1989). Another advantage of electrostatic rejection is that 

the instrument may measure the charged particle flux if the rejection plate voltage is 
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removed. 

A number of ENA instrument designs are based on either (I) the direct detection 

of incident energetic neutrals impacting on a position-sensing microchannel plate (MCP) 

detector assembly, or (2) the measurement of particle time-of-flight (TOF) between a very 

thin front foil and a rear sensor, usually a solid state detector to measure total energy 

(McEntire et al., 1985). Both designs respond to incident energetic photons as well, 

either by direct hit on at the MCP or through photoelectrons emitted when photons are 

transmitted through the front foil or are incident on the rear detector (Hsieh et al., 1980). 

The dominant ultraviolet photon is the H Lyman-alpha at 1216A with the flux of rv 3.1011 

(photon/cm2 s) at the Earth. This radiation is reasonantly scattered by the neutral 

atoms of the Earth's exosphere to create widespread Lyman-alpha emission (Chapter 4 

and 5) with intensities range from rv 500 Rayleighs to rv 10 kilo Rayleighs (Rairden et al., 

1986). This creates unacceptable background count rates in sensitive detectors, so ENA 

instrument designs must attenuate incident photon fluxes to acceptable levels. This is 

normally done with a thin UV blocking foil. The scattering in this front foil significantly 

reduces instrument angular resolution (Hogberg and Norden, 1970), and the instrument 

energy resolution and threshold are also degraded. 

7.2 Sample designs for ENA instruments 

In this section we will review some of the EN A instruments (Hsieh and Gruntman, 

1993), and describe their techniques and specialities. The Instruments are (I) ENA 

instrument with an electrostatic and TOF analyzer (McComas et al., 1991), (2) Pinhole 

Camera (McEntire and Mitchell, 1989), (3) Neutral Solar Wind instrument (Gruntmanet 

al., 1989), (4) Ion Neutral Camera Analyzer (INCA) (McEntire and Mitchell, 1989), (5) 

Imaging Spectrometer for ENA (ISENA) (Hsieh and Curtis, 1989), (6) ENA instrument 

HATOF of the SOHO mission (Courtesy of D. Hovestadt), (7) ENA instrument MIMI 

of the Cassini mission (Courtesy of D. G. Mitchell). 
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Figure 7.1: An ENA instrument with an electrostatic and TOF analyzer (McComas et 
aI., 1991). 

{l) An ENA instrument with an electrostatic and TOF analyzer (McComas et 

aI., 1991) (Figure 7.1): This instrument is an improvement of the first space-brone ENA 

instrument (Wax et aI., 1970) in the time, directional, energy, and mass resolutions. The 

combination of electrostatic and TOF analyzers gives both mass and energy identifica

tion. The stripping foil is '" 1Jlg/cm 2 of carbon. The observation energy range of ENA 

is", 1- 20 keY. 

(2) A Pinhole Camera (Figure 7.2) (McEntire and Mitchell, 1989): The imaging 

by this instrument is has('o on a pinhole camera concept. In the front of the instrument 

are the charged particles rejection plates which deflect ions and electrons from trajectories 

which would otherwise enter the pinhole. ENAs pass the pinhole and strike a start pulse 

foil and then a stop pluse foil. Imaging is achieved as the ENA passing through a 

small aperature to the two dimensional imaging detector. The foils produce secondary 
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Figure 7.2: A Pinhole Camera for ENA (McEntire and Mitchell, 1989). 
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electrons entering the MCP to measure the ENA velocity (TOF). This instrument is 

capable of imaging the ENAs and providing the velocity spectrum while rejecting three 

noise background (EUV, charged particles, and cosmic rays). An Slit Imager is simply a 

variation on the pinhole camera, modified for application to a spinning spacecraft. The 

threshold of this instrument is 10 keV. The Pinhole Camera and Slite Imager provides 

no information of ENA mass. 

(3) A Neutral Solar Wind instrument (Gruntman et al., 1989) (Figure 7.3): This 

ENA instrument is with a threshold of 500 eV and without requiring ionization of the 

ENA. The B field of the magnets (PM) and the E field between the baffles sweep away 

incident charged particles. The UV radiation is attenuated by a "nuclear-track filter" 

(NTF) having su bmicro·diameter channels, too small for efficient UV propagation, b·ut 

large enough to pass ENA incident within a 5° cone to the TOF analyzer. Its small ENA 

throughput 10-2 is compensated by its high Lyman-alpha attenuation 10-8 • Secondary 
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Figure 7.3: A Neutral Solar Wind instrument (Gruntman et al., 1989). 

electrons from the thin foil (TF) entering the detectors Dl and D2 , and ENA enters D3 

to define the TOF. 

(4) An Ion Neutral Camera Analyzer (INCA) (McEntire and Mitchell, 1989) 

(Figure 7.4): This instrument includes energetic charged particle rejection plates to 

deflect the charge particles entering the ENA analyzer. An incident ENA penetrates the 

thin grid-supported front foil and strikes the solid-state detector (SSD) where its energy 

is measured. EUV radiation is attenuated in the front foil. Secondary electrons emitted 

from the surface of both the front foil and the back SSD are respectively arranged to 

project on the start and stop Mep where to measure the TOF and the direction. This 

design determines the ENA direction, energy, and TOF (composition) while increasing 

the geometry factor (sensitivity) by an order of magnitude over the pinhole camera, 

but has disadvantages including instrument complexity, poor angular resolution at low 

energies due to scattering in the front foil, and a relative high ENA energy threshold (H 

'" 30 keY, and 0 '" 80 keY). 

(5) An Imaging Spectrometer for ENA (ISENA) (Hsieh and Curtis, 1989) (Fig

ure 7.5): The front collimators serve to deflect the charged particles. The coded aperture 
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Figure 7.4: An Ion Neutral Camera Analyzer (INCA) (McEntire and Mitchell, 1989). 
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is in the front of the collimators to serve as the pinhole camera, but the resulting over

lapping images must be deconvolved to construct the object. An incident ENA passing 

through the collimator penetrates the first and second foil and strike on the solid state 

detector D3. Secondary electrons are produced from the surfaces of the foils and solid 

state detector when the incident ENA penetrates, and these electron are respectively 

accelerated and guided by the mirror systems onto the MCPs Dl, D2, and D3' to mea

sure the TOFs and the ENA direction. The ENA energy is measured in the solid state 

detector D3 having thresholds fV 30 keY for Hand fV 80 keY for O. This instrument de

termines the ENA direction, energy, and TOFs (composition). The advantage of 2TOF 

is the lowering of the thresholds for mass analysis. 

(6) ENA instrument HSTOF of the SOHO mission (Courtesy of D. Hovestadt) 

(Figure 7.6): The front collimators serve to deflect the charged particles. The first foil is 

used to rejected the UV radiation and to produce the secondary electrons. An incident 

ENA passing through the collimator penetrates the first and second foil and strike on 

the solid state detector SSD. Secondary electrons are produced from the surfaces of the 

foils when the incident ENA penetrates, and these electrons are respectively accelerated 

by the electric field system onto the START MCP and STOP MCP to measure the TOF. 

The ENA energy is measured in the solid-state detector SSD. This mission will measure 

ENAs in sun-Earth system. 

(7) ENA instrument MIMI (magnetosphere imaging instrument) of the Cassini 

mission (Courtesy of D. G. Michell) (Figure 7.7): The front collimators serve to deflect 

the charged particles. A small first foil behind the collimator is used to rejected the UV 

radiation and to produce the secondary electrons. An incident ENA passing through the 

collimator penetrates the first and second foil and 2D-imaging STOP MCP. Secondary 

electrons are produced from the surfaces of the foils when the incident ENA penetrates, 

and these electrons are respectively accelerated by the electric field system onto the 

START MCP and Coincidence MCPs to measure the TOF. Pulse height analysis of the 

STOP signal provides capability to distinguish between Hand O. This experiment will 

measure heliospheric ENAs on the way to Saturn. 
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Figure 7.5: An Imaging Spectrometer for ENA (ISENA) (Hsieh and Curtis, 1989). 
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Figure 7.6: ENA instrument I-ISTOF of the SOI-IO mission. Field of view 2° x 34°. 
(Courtesy of D. I-Iovestadt) 

The instruments described above are principably the same: (1) a pinhole (or 

coded aperture) to determine the ENA direction, (2) collimators to reject the charge 

particles, (3) thin foils to attenuate the UV radiation and to produce secondary electrons, 

(4) electric field to accelerate the secondary electrons to MCP, (5) MCP to measure the 

ENA TOr and direction, (6) solid state detector to determine the ENA energy (or mass). 
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Figure 7.7: EN A instrument MIMI of the Cassini mission. Field of views is 90° X 120°; 
STOP MCP detector sensitive area is 10 X 10 cm2 • (Courtesy of D. G. Mitchell) 
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CHAPTER 8 

Conclusion and Future Prospects 

8.1 Conclusion 

The newly obtained very local interstellar hydrogen density based on the Lyman

alpha intensity observed by the two Voyagers (0.22-0.32 cm-3) is several times of pre

viously reported measurements (0.03-0.20 cm-3) (Table 1.3). Our results based on the 

observations of both Voyagers beyond 15 AU are model independent. The instrumental 

calibrations of both Voyagers could cause the discrepancy between the results from the 

two data sets. If we re-calibrate the UVS of both voyagers at the heliocentric distance 

>20 AU, it should make the observations of both Voyagers agree. Hence, the hydrogen 

density in VLISM reported here is more reliable than those previous observations (in 

Table 1.3), since those results were based on data taken at the heliocentric distance < 15 

AU. The helium density is not easy to determine from the Voyagers UV spectra, since 

the counts for the spectrum near 584A (He) comparable or is smaller than the dark 

counts. 

The results of our simple modeling for ENH flux suggest that there must be 

an ENH flux throughout the heliosphere, which, if monitored at different locations, for 

example, Earth's orbit, Saturn's orbit, or anywhere in between, could provide informa

tion on the morphologies of transient shocks, CIRs, and even the solar wind termination 

shock. The determination of the spectra of the heliospheric ENHs (HSENH) from differ

ent directions at different times would also reveal the spectra of different ion populations 

in remote but distinct regions of the heliosphere, such as a transient shock, a CIR and 
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the termination shock. The spectal information from these regions provides the the dif

ferent shock acceleration and diffusion mechanisms in a three-dimensional interplanetary 

space. 

8.2 Future prospects 

In the beginning of our attemptto fit the Lyman-alpha data to heliospheric hydrogen 

density, we wanted to use four different models: (1) simple "hot" model, (2) "hot" model 

with a latitude-dependent inoization rate, (3) "hot" model with a time-varying radition 

pressure, (4) "hot" model with a latitudinally dependent ionization rate and a time

varying radiation pressure. Due to limited computation time, only the simple "hot" 

model was done. For the simple "hot" model, we need 4-dimensional integration, it took 

several months computing time on a CONVEX computer to calculate 2000 data points 

for each Voyager. Therefore, we made a 3-dimensional integration at first, then made 

interpolations for the value in the integration along the line of sight. The calculations for 

other model requires more time, but it is still a possibility to calculate the time-varying 

model. We would use the same technique with the simple "hot" model, but it need more 

computing time. The latitude-dependent model requires 4-dimensional integration, it 

takes several months to wait for the results. It is possible to calculate the latitude

dependent model, if a supercomputer is available. Multiply scattering of Lyman-alpha 

is not included in our data fitting. In future, we will take the multiply scattering into 

consideration. 

The ENA instrument HSTOF of the SOHO mission will be the first spacecraft 

ENA instrument in space. We expect the HSENA data from this instrument to inves

tigate the dynamics and structure of the heliosphere. We also hope the HSENA data 

can shed light and improve our simple models of those shock phenomena in the helio

sphere, such as planetary magnetosphere, the corotation interaction regions, the solar 

flare events, the quiet-time space, and termination shock. 
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APPENDIX A 

Acronyms and G lossory 

Physical acronoyms and astronomy terms used in the text are listed below,along 

with a brief description of their meaning. 

ACR 

ACRENH 

AU 

eIR 

CIRENH 

ENA 

ENH 

ESP 

EUV 

FOV 

FPN 

FWHM 

GCR 

Heliosphere 

HSENH 

Anomalous cosmic rays. 

Energetic neutral hydrogen from anomalous rays. 

Astronomical unit, the mean heliocentric distance of 

the Earth, equals to 1.496 x 108 km. 

Corotation interaction regions. 

Energetic neutral hydrogen from corotation interaction 

regions. 

Energetic neutral atom. 

Energetic neutral hydrogen. 

Energetic solar flare particle. 

Extra ultraviolet radiation. 

Field of view. 

Fixed patter noise. 

Full width at half maximum. 

Galactic cosmic rays. 

The region of interplanetary space where is affacted by 

the supersonic solar wind. 

Heliospheric energetic neutral hydrogen. 



INCA 

Inner heliosphere 

IRS 

ISENA 

LECP 

MCP 

MEPI 

MIMI 

NTF 

Outer heliosphere 

PMS 

PMSENH 

QTIP 

QTIPENH 

Ion neutral camera analyzer. 

The interplanetary space where the heliocentric 

distance is < 1 AU. 

Infrared spectrometer. 

Imaging spectrometer for energetic neutral atoms. 

Low energy charged particle detector. 

Microchannel plate. 

Medium energetic particle instrument. 

Magnetosphere imaging instrument. 

Nuclear-track filter. 

The interplanetary space where the heliocentric 

distance is > 1 AU. 

Planetary magnetosphere. 

Energetic neutral hydrogen from the planetary 

magnetosphere. 

Quiet-time interplanetary particles. 

Energetic neutrtal hydrogen from the quiet-time 

interplanetary particles. 

rms root-mean-square 

SME Solar Mesosphere Explorer. 

SSD Solid-state detector. 

Termination shock The boundary of the interface between the solar 

wind and the very local interstellar wind. 

TOF Time of flight. 

UV Ultraviolet radiation. 

UVS Ultraviolet spectrometer. 
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